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COMING  EVENTS

June  16, 2007

July 28, 2007

September 15, 2007

October 13-14, 2007

October 28, 2007

November 3rd,  2007

December 1 st, 2007

Round 2 KCF Rallysport Short Course Rally

Queensland Challenge Touring Road Event

Round 3 KCF Rallysport Short Course Rally

Australian Off Road Championship

Motorkhana -venue TBA

Recovered Resources Forest Rally

Goodyear Auto Service Classic Rally
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KOREAN PARTS AuSTRALIA
ABN: 96 073 408 045

*Asia              * Rocsta         *Ssangyong          * Kia
*Daewoo           *Hyundai              *Lada        *Festiva

42 Aerodrome Road, Cabcolture  Queensland
P 0 Box 843 Caboolture, Qld 4510

FREECALL:  1800 243 245  or PH: 07 5495 5100
Fax: 5495 5152  email: Andrew@ladaDarts.com
Website: ladaparts.com
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BSCC Board
Patron                                   The Hon Tom Barton
President
Vice President
Immediate Past President
Secretary
Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer
Club Captain
Board Members

Simon Knowles
Peter Whalley
Brian Everitt
Position Vacant
Position Vacant
Errol  Bailey

Ross Cox

Brad Smith, Greg Sewell, Greg Bryant, Shaun
Dragona,  Del Garbett, Jamie Macfarlane,  Nell Michel,
David Nash, George Shepheard
Administration Officer

CAMS Delegate
Registrar
Auditor

Refreshments Officer
Property Officer

Berenice Stratton

John Grounds
Ross Cox
Craig Porter

Sporting Sub-committees:
Touring Road Events
Off-Road
Rally

Magazine

Craig Porter
Craig Porter
Brad Smith

Contact us
AIl coITespondence,  entries, etc for the Club.should be
addressed to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Ciub Ltd
PO Box 3529
South Brisbane BC Old 4101
Telephone:  (07) 3846 0233
Facsimile: (07) 3846 0244
Email:

Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au

Magazine:  bfsmith®westnet.com.au

ww.bscc.asn.au
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Racing Suits

Fire Systems
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FIA approved harnesses

TerraTrip Rally Computers

Workshop Services

•    Race car preparation

•    Roll cage construction

•    MigandTigwelding

•     Sheet metal fabrication

=------I..=•`-TJPI   i----r3_I_.I

Racing Seats

•     Sumpguards

•    Mudflaps

•     Suspension modif]cations

•     Customseat mounts

54 HIGH STREET KIPPA-RING 4021
PHONE: (07) 32841546
FAX: (07) 32481878
Emafl: info®kcf-rallvsDort.com.au
Website: www.kcf-rallysport.com.au
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PRESIDENT'S AGM  REPORT
Members, guests and ffiends, I welcome you all to the 2007 Brisbane S|)orting Car Club Armunl General Meeting. When planning
my report for this year, I looked back over the last four years to see how far the Club has come. It's fair to say that our event
calendars have always been rather full, and that's great for the financial aspects of this business.

But a more noticeable observation was the increased professionalism that BSCC members and in particular, our event orgahisers,
have been putting into their events.  Two very good examples of this are the revised Recovered Resources Cooloola Classic of
2006, and the more recent Philcomm Rally Benarkin.  Both these events were under the guidance of two relatively "new" Clerks
of course, namely Steve Davies and Greg Bryant.  Sure, they received assistance from a whole range of additional people, but
their own personal efforts were the standout feature.  To see this happening, was extremely heartening for me, and I say this
because if the sport of rallying is to grow, we need to build on its ' current strengths -and there are many of them.

A big issue in this regard, is people.  Unfortunately (or fortunately) our sport is "people-hungry and constantly needs new
volunteers to step up, or be found, so that some of our older and more experienced organisers can have a break -otherwise a"r#-
ofif will .be the only real outcome.  The down side being fewer, or possibly even, no events.  Not very good for business - or the
real reason we do this thing called "rally" - and that is "fun".

One of the items I highlighted in my inaugural report was the need to increase the amount of official's and provide them with
suitable training.  While this aspect is undergoing some major changes as we speak, it `s been very encouraging to see the ranks of
motorsport Officials', particularly in Queeusland, swell toi quite healthy numbers.  Many of these Officials who tralned and gained
event experience from the many BSCC events, have been invited to assist at interstate events, supporting the notion that "our"
officials are among the best in the country.

So, on behalf of the Board and Members, I congratulate and thank an the "leaders" and volunteers who've spent countless hours
planning, perfecting and partaking in the "art" of rally organising (and it is an "at"), and for their un-ending enthusiasm and
ability to sometimes think outside the square to help try to make our events rnDre enj.oyable and more challenging for all the
competitors.

Another major issue we've faced over recent times includes the ever-changing requirements placed on us a wide range of
authorities -and these are certainly not becoming any less onerous.  For ex.ample, Compliance - this single requirement has
proven to be a mammoth task, not just for CAMS; more particularly for Clubs and organisers who "have to make it all work or
there's no event". Constantly criticism over the increasing costs associated with rallying is another major issue.  Firstly getting an
event off the ground, and secondly being able to afford to compete in them.  While the arguments in this area are not new to
motorsport in general, the BSCC has ensured its' survival over the past 50-odd years by not running (all) events at a loss - through
sound financial management.  I can only trust that future Boards will continue along this track (pardon the pun).

Seriously though, this last issue has the potential to scuttle our sport, particularly at grass-roots level.  While the BSCC Board has,
over many years, been actively pursuing ways of reducing, or at least limiting these burgeoning costs, a great deal more assistance
from our governing body needs to be forthcoming.

Looking at the event-horizon, there are two other rallies that win challenge the way many of us think about, and conduct our
events.

I'm referring of course to the impending Suncoast Classic, scheduled for July this year and (arguably) the first event of it's kind in
Queeusland.  This is a bitumen event, which in many ways will be quite different for many of us (i.e. no dust).  This will be
followed by Queeusland's version of the World Rally Championship -Rally Australia, scheduled for September 2008.

I believe these two events will have significant impacts on Queeusland rallying -both negative and positive.  Whatever the case,
I'm sure the BSCC will be soundly represented and will grow, both personally and collectively, from their experiences.

To the many Sponsors, I thank you for your involvement and assistance with our events.  Without your dedication to the sport,
many events would simply not be financially viable.  I'd like to rake mention of those who supports our Club in this extremely
important fashion:

•      FredvanTuinen (Philcomm)
•      Chris Lane (Recovered Resources Australia)
•      John spencer (Goodyear Auto service centre)
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~           .      Keith Fackrell (KCF Motorsport)
•      John colvin(SoLvix)
•      Coates
•      Fulcrum suspension
•      And the many Government agencies, businesses, families and individuals who torobably) have not yet realised their

sponsorship involvement with this Club.

In the middle of last year, the Club had a significant loss - that being Sheridan moving onto another life.  It became increasingly
evident that the BSCC could not even contemplate the thought of not having an Administration Officer.  At the end of last year,
Berenice Stratton came upon the scene and was subsequently thrown into the daunting task of managing the day-to-day activities.
Folks, I've got to say that this was going to be an extremely daunting task, but Berenice, you've surpassed all expectations in your
role as Admin Officer, and if the last five months are anything to go on, the Club is in great hands.

Finally, and with some sadness, I announce that 1'11 not be re-nominating this year for President.  While this is due mostly to
increasing work pressures, my time as President has provided me with a much greater insight into the world of motorsport and in
particular, rallying and as a result I'm keen to pursue other motorsport experiences.  I will of course be staying on for Board
duties and will maintain my involvement in other Club activities.  My wife thinks that 1'11 be home more often but I'm not overly
confident this will be the case.

I'm extremely proud of my time as President of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club, and will always look back on the experience as
positive and challenging.  I'm also humbled by the enthusiasm and dedication my fellow Board Members have displayed and
thank them very much for their ongoing honesty, integrity and worthy advice.

In closing, I wish the incoming Board all the very best for the future and trust that I've been able to pass on a healthy and
prosperous baton.

Brian Everitt
-`    BSCc president (Outgoing)
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A BETTER BEA

FOR ALL  BRISBANE SPORTING  CAR CLUB  MEMBERSI

For The Winning Deal On New Peugect, New Subaru,
New Mitsubishi, or a Prelloved vehicle?

=isk for Kerri, she WILL help you get a better deal!
Telephone 07. 3252 0161
Ask For Kerri Bell
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14 Kenway Drive, UNDERWOOD Queensland 4119
phone: (o7) 3808-2755 Fax: (o7) 329o-og57

email:zsarl@hiprimus.com.au

THE QUEENSLAND AGENT FOR:
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Forest
S55    175x65-14
S505  165x65-13
S505185x70-13
S505185x65-14
S525185x60-15
S525195x65-15
S525  205x65-15

Tarmac Rally/Race Tyres
S575  195x60-14
S575  195x50-15
S575  215x50-16
S585  235x45-17

All Prices include GST

$200-00
$200-00
$210-00
$250-00
please Notp:   Prices s.ubject to chang?



\ Rallies and radios

By Peter Marshall

The recent awarding of a well deserved life membership to Fred van Tuinen prompted some thought about
our rally communications over the years.  In accepting the award Fred mentioned that during the running of
the last Rally Queeusland the organisers utilised over loo radios on four separate networks.

With talk-through repeaters in the field linked by other repeaters to headquarters at Marcoola, everyone on a
network was able to talk directly with everyone else on that network. Probably more than a dozen
frequencies were involved in these four networks alone. Also, through the marvels of GPS, computer screens
in headquarters tracked the location of key course carso  Another network tracked the passage of competing
vehicles every 5km or so through special stages.  Running alongside all this was another network operated
by WICEN transmitting scores from the field back to headquarters, mostly by `packet radio' , a bit like a
computer modem. Add to this, competitors' own communications systems and everyone's mobile phone
usage. If the rally had been run at night there would have been enough radiation in the air to create our own
Aurora Imbilis.

My involvement with BSCC started in 1977 although I had started in rallies ten years before that, which is
about the time when CB radios arrived on the scene [illegal at first until the goverrment bowed to pressure
and allowed their use without a licence]. So at that time ranies were run without any infield communication
and apart from [hopefully comprehensive] set up notes, directors had little assurance that anything was going
to plan until the first car arrived back.  As Jim Reddiex said [speaking as a competitor], `If you arrived at the

''``   end of section and there was no control, you carried on towards the next control, adding two minutes.' [to
the combined time allowed for the two stages, to allow for the time you should have spent at the nonexistent
control].

The Queensland round of the ARC in 1977 [1 think, The Lutwyche Shopping Village Rally] was organised
with about half a dozen borrowed radios and even then, WICEN [Wireless Institute Civil Emergency Net]
providing the link from Mt Kandanga to headquarters at the Shell Panorama, Nambour. WICEN also sent
and received scores and provided safety coverage with an operator at each control.  Mobile phones were not
quite on the scene then, and when they did appear [with the James Bond dialling prefix 007] they occupied
about half of an average car boot]. The club eventually acquired a number of very secondhand radios and
their own single frequency.

I  Some might appreciate that good car rally country is bad radio country and that to get even fair coverage in

these areas a base station on the highest point is required. Since WICEN already established a base on Mt.
Kandanga they agreed to operate our base as well. But their forte was sending messages; not running car
rallies and they were often asking, `What do we do with this message?' We came to the realisation that we
needed someone with an understanding of the mechanics of rurming a rally on the base station and I became
one of those to fill this role for a number of years, sometimes sitting alone and freezing on,a windswept
mountain throughout the night [remember when rallies were run mostly at night?] The anount of voice
traffic over the radio was sometimes astounding; usually each message had to be repeated by the base
operator as car to car contact was usually impossible.  After a night on the mountain I was often
automatically adding `over' to the end of conversations that didn't involve using the radio.  The technology
was available to fix this problem; the money wasn't [at least not to the club].

Fred and his company, Philcom, offered a solution; talk-through repeaters to replace the base radio operatoro
hitially new club radios were set up to utilise existing forestry repeaters and this system operated for a       .
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number of years but each year it seemed we required more radios to run the ARC and each year Philcom
managed to find some more.

One of the features of talk-through systems is that no one else can talk when someone is transmitting
through the repeater, and occasionally microphones in rally cars finish up bouncing around on the floor or
wedged into a seat, depressing the transmit button, often without the occupants realising they are
broadcasting. This can be a frustration when the network is in demand or in quiet times a diversion
speculating on the culprit.  The couple parked one night with some time to spare before their next job
probably still do not realise that their intimate moments were shared by the whole network!

Radio traffic was beginning to outstrip forestry capabilities and our own talk-throuch repeater became
necessary. Headquarters and all the equipment required could no longer be operated from the local hall and
so more complicated links had to be incorporated into the system.  As more requirements were placed on
organisers more networks became necessary, so that each year it gets more involved and, frankly without the
efforts of Fred and his crew, running an event such as Rally Queens]and would be far more daunting.

Those who quibble about the cost of entry might think how they would like to run without the safety of such
networks® The true cost of organising a car rally would be astounding without the efforts of people such as
Fred and his crew, together with the hundreds of officials, who all contribute from their own pocket towards
the running of each event.

From the safety aspect it is necessary for the organisers to keep up with technology and it is hard to imagine
what might be involved even a few years from now. In the areas we rally mobile phone coverage is still too
poor to rely on their potential available even at present. There have been many attempts to develop
automatic timing systems to record competitors' time at each end of the stage but none have proved reliable
and despite the number of computers presently involved results are still not published without a lot of human
cross checking. Is there a `whiz' out there with any ideas?

Rally Benarkin photos by suddenlysideways.com rally photography
http://www.suddenlysideways.com/
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......... Rod Sams

Saturday the Twelfth of May saw the rurming of
Solvix. Challenge Touring Road Assembly by
the Club. The event-was designed as an easy
mapping event to replace the Motorshow event
rm over previous years.

As an encouragement to new comers an information hicht was run before the event to provide
advice and tips on navigation. Twenty crews arrived at the Clubrooms for the start of the event.

The course wound its way through Purga and Peak Crossing to a lunch break at Arutula before
making its way to the finish at a BBQ at Colleges Crossing.  All crews eventually found their way
to the finish where they were treated to the culinary skills of John Colvin, Simon and Margot
Knowles, Del Garbutt and co.

There was also good turn out for the presentation right held on the following Wednesday night
where the awards were shared between the victors.  Designed to be a simple event it was no
surprise there was a seven way tie for first place. The novice awards went to Douglas and Jenny
Cox (Car 2) and Dave Sidery and Michael Brown (Car 3).  Glirms Saunders (Car 4) received the
encouragement award. Full results included elsewhere in the Mag.

The event ran very well with the feedback from the competitors very positive and supportive-.

Thanks go to our event sponsor John Colvin from SOLVIX IT SOLUTIONS for his support of the
event. Also thanks to Bob Hamilton from Earlee Products who generously donated the sausages
for the BBQ.

The event would not have been possible without the efforts of the officials. A BIG THANKS to
Helen and Tony Best for the time and effort they have put irito setting the course, organising the
trophies and most other things.  Dick Owen was the Course Checker and also helped out on the
day.

Thanks also go to the Control Officials Chris Michel, Andrew Crawford, Alison Newbold, Jim
Rediex, Sally Mills, David Nash, John and Marion Tait and Andrew Owen. The Stewards were
Malcom Spiden and Chris MCMahon. Everyone one was well fed by the BBQ experts Simon and
Margot Knowles, John Colvin and Del Garbett.

Without the support of our sponsor, the organisers and officials this event would not happen.
Thanks everybody your effort made my job as event director easy.

The Event Director and sponsor discuss the rme                       Pal.t of the happy group at the finish.

Art of cooking sausages.
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The Quit Forest Rally of Western Australia"  - A
Queenslander view ..... Helen Best

It would appear that some people would go to great lengths to get
their rally fix. A number of Queenslander did just that when they went off to compete in or help
with this year's second round of the Australian Rally Championship -the "QUIT Forest Rally of
Western Australia".

The event run over the 27 -29 of April was run in familiar rally territory in the Busselton and
Nannup regions attracted fifty six entries. Interestingly the decision was made to have free

The sad Car 10

Other Queensland competitors
included Tony Best who was co-
driver for Derek Reddie in Car 26 a
Mitsubishi VR4.  The pair had a
reasonably good run during Heat 1 .
However the wet condition caused a
few problems on the Sunday with
them hitting a bridge kerb. This
caused some suspension damage
and a wheel to work loose and come
off. Running repairs enabled them to
finish the event and take a win in
Class P6.

spectating at the event including the Busselton
Toyota Super Stage.

Heat I was run under fine conditions on the
Saturday. This changed for the Heat 2 on Sunday
following heavy rain.

The Crew of car 10 Eli Evans and Chris Muaphy
(Q) had an early exit from the event after running
of the road hitting a tree. Their problems were
compounded by a fire that started under the car. (It
obviously required a couple of extinguishers to put
it out)

Reddie & Best

Berne and Beckwith

Scott Beckwith was' the co-driver
for John Beme in Car 25. They
had a trouble free run on both
days to win their class, the
Subaru Cup, and were delighted
to also end the weekend with a
win in the highly competitive
Rally CHal.Eenge.

Mark Stacey continued his role
as co-driver with Michael Guest



in the Pirtek Ford Fiesta that was running
a bit quieter than in Queensland. Heat One
saw them have a good run to finish fourth.
They were having a better run in Heat
Two and looked set for a podiuni position
but were relegated to fourth following a
penalty for jumping the start.

Qthers were also involved with the
running the event including Tim
Collingwood who worked with the
organising team and Helen Best who
worked on a number of controls. Guest and Stacey

Simon and Sue Evans continued their winning ways from Queensland to win both Heats from the
Subaru of Dean Herridge and the Corolla of Neal Bates.

SOLVIX PRESENTATION



G'day.
Had a really 'FAT TIME' at Philcomm Rally Benarkin. I had run the VR4 at Urbenville as fast sweep and
leaned a little about the handling and POWER during the event so it was with a little apprehension I started
Philcomm Rally Benarkin. Added to the feeling was the fact that a young bloke called Bernie  {Yes he does
exist} who was supposed to be co-driving during this season had had his back masssaged by some
knucklehead with a cricket bat on the Tuesday before the event. Bernie has been trying to get in the car all
year and was fmally able to till his massage. Following an ad on various forums Gerard Mcconkey
contacted me and we decided that we would give it a go at Benarkin Had a good run through first stage,
only scaring the be-jesus out of us once. There was a hump that was interesting.

Our time through Stage 1 was close to Clunesy and I was looking forward to having a battle with him but the
silly bugger put the car into a tree on a slippery piece of road in Stage 2 that also clained Shaun Gill, off the

`    road and down a small bank, and Murdo MacDonald, who threw a wheel into the boonies.  {Note to Murdo,

it is a Messerschmidt or a Morgan that runs on three wheels, not a Subaru.. .flol} Gerard and I hit it off from
the start, his calls were great, and early, as there was heaps more speed to be had in the VR4 than the Red
Gem. The car went like sheet of a shovel and stops well, much to our delight.  Tbe roads this year were fine,
if dusty, and suffered from the lack of rain. Greg and Cathy and their crew did a fine job of presenting a
great event under trying conditions. The stages at Yanaman were great and the ones in Benarkin were the
best of the roads available in that area. The bloody 4 wheel drives {HOLD ON...LOL} pulled some rocks
out of the ground, as is the norm in Benarkin, but all in all, except for less than i klm of the whole event,
there were no crappy bits.
We had a go at catching Erie and John in their Subam and took one stage but they were too good for us in
the end. Well driven Eric and John. Eric and I had some good battles in Geminis and I will be trying hard to
catch him this year. Dust and a cooler night led to some interesting moments, to say the least, and the 4 min
gaps helped but in some places the dust was glued in place.

We lost a gearbox cable about 100 metres from the end of last stage and on the way back on the liason the
low fuel light was glowing...PHEW Must have been destined to finish.«.lot Unfortunate mechanicals with
Simon and Margot, and Dave and Kate led to us securing 6th ouulght and first in Class/QRC, a first in
Class/ Clubman and winning the Clubman.

Wow, what a result.

Well on to KCF, see you there.

Cheers
Ross
Club Captain.
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Touring Road Event Update Rod Sams

Black Friday Night Run:

Designed to be a simple run with a get together at the Clubrooms on the Friday 13th of April to Club's
foray into the night run world proved to be a black' experience for the organising team.  The event
only attracted three competing crews.

One can debate the reasons why so few entries were received but it remains a disappointing response
considering the effort required to run events these days.  Was it lack ofpublicity orjust general
apathy?

Thanks go to those who did make the effort to enter.  I would also like to recognise the efforts of Tony
and Helen Best for putting the event together and Dick Owen and Brian Krieger for helping run the
event. While this was a low key event it still took time and money to organise.

The Marque Sports Car Club Night Run

Run on Friday Night the 20th of April this event was a round of the hterclub Series,  Twenty Eight
crews made their way to the MG Car Club Rooms at Rocklea to run in the event.  Organised by Brian
Krieger there was an air of expectation at the start.

The gathered crews include representatives from eleven different car clubs. As the sole BSCC entrants
with Tony Best as navigator and Helen Best assisting I was confident of doing well.

After an interesting run around the roads in south western Brisbane erews returned to the MG
Clubrooms to complete a tabletop section of the event. To minimise collusion between teams
(apparently this has happened in the pasto Brian had set the everm with different questions for crews
from the sane club.

After the scores were tallied and all the graft was paid there were five teams tied for first place, each
only missing one question.  Unfortunately we were not able to share in the spoils as the Club had not
nominated to be part of this year's Interclub Series as had been done in previous years.
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Market place

Wanted
Pair of rally spec VELO race seats in acceptable conditions for Cams requirements. Contact cliff Brecknell. 07 3385
0174 or 0417 006 757.

For Sale
1977 Celica Coupe $700 Negotiable. Colour -White/Lt Blue, Model Ra23, Transmission -Auto Motor -18R-C
1800cc ( Good Condition, Runs well ).103870 Kms. Perfect car for a project restoration. New Carby and a Nice coat
of paint is all she needs. Take as is Unregistered, A little work and she'll turn Heads. Contact Tony: 0405 610 215 or
0754 717875.

Toyota Seca Twincam  1987 AE82. Complete car less motor.  Includes 4 wheel discs, mags, computer and other
twin cam bits. Body fair condition. $450. 4AGE motor available in May? Ph Andrew 3379 8302 (AH)
Toyota Seca SX 1990 AE93 wrecking. Suspension, 4 wheel disc brakes and master cylinder, doors (electric
windows), Iiftback, interior, instruments, mags.  Ph Andrew 3379 8302(AH)

Welcome to new BSCC members for
May

Hayli  Noonan
Barry Harbeck
Mary Harbeck
Christopher Harbeck
Gary Howell
lan  Gorski
Colin  Maher

1996 Suzuki Baleno Rally Car.  Fantastic car for entry level
competitor and perfect for "Old  Pocket Rocket Rally Series"!

Only done 2 rallies since major overhaul  including  reconditioned
engine head, drive shafts & CVs. Car is great fun to drive with
shortened 4.93 final drive ratio by Albins,  new Koni  Sport struts (up-
spec'ed for gravel rally use by Bruce Leda @ Leda Suspension) &
new King Springs®  Replaced all control arms (also with  new
polyurethane bushes) & rear crossmember,  hubs and drum brakes.
Sumpguard & comprehensive underbody protection by Keith  Fackrell
of KCF Rallysport.  Current Old road-registered, CANS logbook,
rollcage.  Has extinguishers, terratrip, peltor intercom & new
Autotechnica seats and harnesses (no expiry date).
$11,000.00   Contact Chris Murphy on 0400  559 287

Marque Sports  Car Club
2007 Midnight to Dawn

Starts 11 :00 pin Shell Service Station
Gaifeway Motorway N udgee

16-17th June 2007

Entry Fee $20.00 Distance approximatel;y 250 kin. BBQ
Breakfast.

Phone Brian Kn-eger 0417 008 348
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